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TITLE: "asts ofPhysical Mechanisms Linking Solar Activity and/or Geomagnetic Dist'urbanceE
with the Large-Scale Circulation of the Lower Stratosphere and Upper 'troposphere
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE: Our purpose was not primarily to prove that sun-weather connections
exist. however, to the extent that our work was done with high scientific standards, we
felt that any positive evidence we discovered would acid to the credibility 'of the field.
In view of the current widespread interest , in sun-weather studies,. we feel that our work•
has contributed toward making this field more scientifically respectable. our primary
objectives'were to furnish additional empirical facts designed to help in selecting the
most probable physical mechanisms and then at lenst speculate on the details of the
mechanisms.
TECHNIQUES USED: The techniques must necessarily be statistical in nature, in view of the
limited knowledge available. We employed many of the standard statistical techniques,
such as spectral analysis and superposed epoch analysis. We. employed si. •gniflaance test-
ing techniques that were perhaps more stringent than necessary, in order to -.:,ard against
accepting fortuitous results, as real.
MAJOR FINDINGS AND ITULICATIONS: The research accomplished may be summed up in the f'Ve
papers attached to this report. Paper. I is essentially negative in character. IJe sport
that we could not find any obvious 11-year or 22-year periodicities in the standard
meteorological data sets•on prrtui.pitation and surface temperatures. However., to demon-
strate that we. did itgt .exha,vst fill the possibilities for solar periodicities;,in weather
data, we attach . Attach T; a commentary on 'some similar work that did Have positive results.
We believe, with Mit0hell, that there are other techniques, such as tree-ring analysis,
that will show periudicities of around 22 years In weather data. Paper II 1& also of a
negative nature. We felt that, if the work of Xanthakis turned out to be valid, it would
be of great importance in guiding our future work. However, we discovered that this work
did not stand u? to our test ne on an extensive data set. After Hhese two negative
result's, we felt that we should spend the bulk of our time pursuing more positive results.
Paper III describes one of our principal results, :i.e., a large solar flare has several
effects on the atmospheric circulation: 1) At about the time of the flare, plus or minus
a day or so, the cyclonic circulation of the Earth's atmosphere shows an incrcnse of
5-10% above background; 2) By two or three days after the flare, at the same t:me. • as the
geomagnetic storm that normally follows the flare, there is a sharp decrease in th,1 same
atmospheric parameter to a level 5-10% below background. Ttis low level may paarsist for
several days. In Paper IV we extend this analysis, using the central meridian passa;e
of,ttlarge active solar parge as the solar signal. Again, we find almost the same picture,
with	 parge date playing the same role as the flare date did in Paper III. 'yhe effects
tare me
	
clearcu;. ;.; the case of the plages than in the case of the flares. In Paper V
we present an anal,,^;is of some of the more useful research in sun-weather relations that
have been discovered ovac the past s;everal decades. For a reader who wants to get a
general view of the field, we recommend reading this paper, perhaps in preference to the
others which are more detailed but cover narrower subjects.
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MAJOR FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS: (Continued)
With regard to isolating the more likely mechanisms, the progress made was
only slight, as we expected would lie the case. We concluded that increased elec-
tromagnetic radiation from the sun, possibly X-rays, is a probable cause of in-
creased cyclonic activity in the Earth's atmosphere. The low energy particles, on
the other. hand, which cause auroral d9.sturl,ances, seem to be associated with
decreased cyclonic activity. We have concluded that the cirrus cloud mechanism
which we have suggested, cannot lie the only operative mechanism. The response to
flares is a very immediate. one, while the cirrus mechanism requires several days
to be effective, if it is effective. We suspect that thunderstorm activity and/or
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